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Release Notes 2008-08-11
Config db ntf: 20080811172500

Analyze db ntf: 20080811172500
Windows Version: 1.5.3.218 :: MAC OS X Version: :: Linux Version: 

Eclipse Plugin:

Major Improvements: Print statements in Agents are now also inhaled into log.xml, various fixes, desktop8.ndk support

Configuration Database

FIX In Notes releases < 7.0.2 / Version 265, values entered into fields where lost when switching between the "What"/"When"/"Who" tabs at the top 
of the form (suitcase/doc&clock/people icons)

FIX The Javascript section in ECL actions has been adjusted to now display nicely (much smaller columns previously)

FIX The bookmark-title in the property section of bookmark actions has been fixed to also support references, such as, for example, <user:
WSPBMTitle>

FIX Added a "compose INI Filter" button to both the backup and the roaming/rollback action

FIX / 
CHAN
GE

When creating a roaming/rollback action from a Notes/Domino database with "before login" as run type, the runtype is now changed 
automatically to "after login - before sync"

CHAN
GE

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added new positioning options into desktop icon actions for unstacked desktop

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added new Desktop/Workspace config option to manage
+ Show Unread
+ Show Server Names
+ Stack/Unstack Desktop/Workspace

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added "Set all change options to 0/1 (never/once)" and "... 8 (always)" buttons to location and connection actions

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Online update now properly detects whether downloads result in HTTP_STATUS 200 (=OK) or 404 (=Error)

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added option in Zip/Unzip settings to optionally replace dots (.) in filenames with underscores (_) before appending ".zip".

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added new "File Deployment" action

Analyze Database

FIX / 
CHAN
GE

Detailed Audit data is now split into more documents than in previous releases to ensure proper display in views where the result of multiple 
concatinated list-fields was previously > 64K.

FIX / 
CHAN
GE

The views "local databases by ..." now also display the ODS version in every category

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added a help button to the (topmost) view "Users by State & UplKey" to display version information

.DLL Updates (Windows)

FIX DLL now also runs on Windows NT4

FIX Unstacked Desktops are now fully supported
Added new Desktop/Workspace config option (see configuration database)
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FIX Fixed a problem with an RSOD (red screen of death) with a roaming/rollback action using a Notes/Domino database as source before login
RSOD occured only when the affected user did not enter his/her password; apart from the fact, that
roaming/rollback from a Notes/Domino database is not a good idea before login;

FIX Previous releases did not update the fields Schedule and Schedule_HI in Location documents (=timespans within which to replicate in 
background)

FIX Fixed a problem where Drag&Drop of folders to notes did not work with Zip licensed&enabled if the foldername contained dots (.)

FIX Fixed a bug in execution control where ANY-OF conditions did not work properly:
instead of "at least one must be true" it checked for "at least one must be false"

FIX Setting config values (INI, mc:, user:) previously failed with values containing one or more commas (,), e.g. when setting Log=log.nsf, 1, 0, 5, 
20002
Using commas is now handled as expected (in other words: works)
NOTE that the Merge option does NOT support the use of commas in the string to be merged;
to merge more than one value into a config value, use as many seperate merge lines, please -
for example: One line merges dircat.nsf to Names= and a second line merges pubnamesreplica.nsf to Names=
For the above example setting Log=, you should not use a merge but a change to [log.nsf, 1, 0, 5, 20002] (without the brackets).

FIX desktop8.ndk is now supported for Notes 8.5 (previously, synchronisation looked for desktop6.ndk in Notes 8.5)

FIX Fixed a problem with the in-place DLL update, where a new DLL was downloaded at every client startup

CHAN
GE

References to empty/not set ini-variables (e.g. <ini:Location> or similar) prevented actions from being executed, as resolving their value was 
interpreted as "failed". Instead of interpreting empty ini- and OS-environment-values (env:) as "failed" when resolving them, these variables are 
now resolved as empty.
NOTE that when resolving servernames from INI- or ENV-variables, these will be handled as [Local] if empty.

CHAN
GE

%OS_COMPUTER% is now resolved similar to <os:computer>
Previously, on Citrix, <os:computer> resulted in the string "Citrix" (so as to not create multiple backup profiles across multiple Citrix servers), 
whereas %OS_COMPUTER% resulted in the Citrix's actual servername.
Now, <os:computer> and %OS_COMPUTER% both consistently result in the string "Citrix"; for the actual computer name (=Citrix 
servername), please use <os:computer_org> and %OS_COMPUTER_ORG%

CHAN
GE

Changed the text being displayed when selecting "About ..." in RTC (Real-Time Control) systray icon

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Upon execution of Agents, any Print statements(!), as well as the Agent.Log at the end of execution are written into log.xml

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

In addition to the already existing, optional ini-variable MC_AllowSyncDuringSetup being set to 1, this variable can now also be set to 2 - 
description:
MC_AllowSyncDuringSetup=1
--> MarvelClient/ClientAdmin usually does not synchronize when Setup= is not set/empty in notes.ini, as this is the case when Notes is initially 
being installed. With MC_AllowSyncDuringSetup set to 1, MarvelClient/ClientAdmin will also synchronize changes during initial installation
MC_AllowSyncDuringSetup=2
--> With MC_AllowSyncDuringSetup set to 2, MarvelClient/ClientAdmin will only synchronize changes during initial installation, if the ini-
variable KeyFilename is present AND points to an existing ID file.

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Added support for option in Zip/Unzip settings to optionally replace dots (.) in filenames
with underscores (_) before appending ".zip".

ENHA
NCEM
ENT

Roaming in a desktop now also roams the stacked/unstacked property properly and also retains desktop objects

.dylib Updates (Mac OS X)

not 
availa
ble

not available

.so Updates (Linux)

not 
availa
ble

not available
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